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The fifteenth issue of “Transnational Spaces” (Espacios Transnacionales - Revista
Latinoamericana-Europea de pensamiento y acción social), has as its theme "Social
Intervention in Times of planetary Emergency: Glocal Approaches and Learning
Processes".
As humanity, we are experiencing a moment of Climate Emergency and Health threats
and crises such as Covid-19 contribute to make it more evident. In the face of the risks of
destroying the foundations of life on our planet, it is urgent mix academic-scientific
system and citizenship to come together in a process of reflection and action to act
together that allows us to carry on the changes we have to make to face the future
challenges and the construction of a necessary Socio-ecological Transition. Another world
is possible; however, it is necessary to connect transdisciplinary knowledge with popular
mobilization to defend the right to life, which goes through respect for nature for the full
awareness of being part of it, as well as the need to build other production and
consumption processes that do not harm ecosystems, nor oppress anyone in the name of
the economic system.
We would like to invite for this new edition of “Transnational Spaces” (Espacios
Transnacionales) authors interested in contributing with their reflections to think settings
about social intervention in the current context of climate emergency and the Covid-19
pandemic.
In this new edition of “Transnational Spaces” (Espacios Transnacionales) we want to
invite people interested in contributing with their reflections to think about social
intervention in the current context of climate emergency. In this context, we invite all
those who carry out academic research activities and action/practice research with
different communities to join this reflection.
In this context, we invite all those who carry out activities ranging from academic
research to action-research activities with different communities or have a professional
practice related to these themes, to join us in this reflection.

With a plural vocation in Espacios Transnacionales we wish present a wide range of
innovative designs and methodological proposals for social intervention that allow us
contribute to learning and spaces for reflection in this transition to a scenario of socioenvironmental adaptation and sustainability.
Thus, this issue seeks to emphasize the following thematic axes:
• Challenges and strategies for emergency social intervention-Covid-19
• Human rights – Environmental rights;
• Social and climate justice;
• Eco-Activism;
• Ecofeminism;
• The Sustainable Development Objectives (SDGs);
• Environmental entrepreneurship;
• Social and circular economy, degrowth and Ecosocial transition;
• Migrants and displaced persons in the context of disasters and climate change;
• Environmental impact education and awareness;
• Eco-therapies and animal-assisted therapies;
• Eco Social work in the context of risk and disasters;
• Challenges for community work in contexts of climate change and pandemics
The articles must follow the guidelines of the journal. The articles are selected through a
system of peer reader evaluation. The deadline for the submission of the work (textual
material, photos or videos) is 31 July 2020 and the submission is requested to the e-mail:
<comiteeditorialreletran@gmail.com>
Any doubts or clarifications will be resolved at the same e-mail address. For a guide to the
publication rules we ask you to download it at: www.espaciostransnacionales.org/pautasde-publicacion/
For any doubts contact: <eduardo.js.marques@uac.pt>vf

